TS’UUBAA-ASATX SQUARE
GIVES LAKE COWICHAN CONFIDENCE
IN ECONOMIC FUTURE
THE TOWN OF LAKE COWICHAN was left

The goal of a revitalization project like this one is to

with an economy in need of revitalization after twenty

spur additional economic activity, and the Ts’uubaa-

years of decline in the local forest industry.

asatx Square has certainly delivered.

One of the side-effects of an economic slump is the lack

The new square has provided the perfect host site

of investment in Town amenities and public spaces.

for the development of a new Farmers Market. The
Farmers Market is adding to the expansion of business

With an aim towards the future, the Town of Lake

in the community through its role as a business

Cowichan embarked on a downtown revitalization

incubator. Not only are farmers and growers using the

plan that featured a new Town Square. By linking

market, home-based ‘micro-businesses’ are able to use

the existing Ohtaki and Forest Workers’ Memorial

the space to sell their handcrafted wares, and develop

Parks, and adjacent to the new library in the heart of

their customer base.

downtown, the new square has quickly become the
town’s centrepiece.

From business expansions like those planned at South
Shore Cabinetry or Country Grocer to new restaurants
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“When we received our funding from ICET, our local

starting up, the inclusion of the Farmers Market at

First Nation wasn’t really in the picture when it

the square as well as the building of the new library,

came to this project,” said Lake Cowichan CAO Joe

the project is meeting its targets of leveraging the

Fernandez. “We then started talking about naming the

initial investment to create economic growth in the

Square, and that’s when they came forward with the

community.

name Ts’uubaa-asatx.”

THERE’S A RENEWED SENSE OF CONFIDENCE,

Fernandez said that seeing those businesses
expanding, investing, and growing creates a snowball

AND PEOPLE HAVE MORE FAITH THAT THE TOWN

effect for more investment from other retailers,

IS ALIVE AND WELL

restaurateurs, and service industry entrepreneurs.

Meaning ‘the people from the front of the lake, by

“There’s a renewed sense of confidence, and people

the rivers, by the streams’, the naming ceremony

have more faith that the town is alive and well,” said

was a significant step forward for the Town and the

Fernandez. “New and growing businesses, a visible

Cowichan tribe. Capitalizing on the opportunities

connection with the First Nations in the area, all of it

presented by the new Square, the First Nation offered

points to a town with a future.”

to carve a totem, on site.
“Not a day goes by that I don’t see people down
there, talking to the carver and getting engaged
in the process,” said Lake Cowichan Mayor Ross
Forrest. “The totem gives the site so much more
interest. It’s fantastic.”
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